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iPhone 4/4S Protection Pack
For iPhone® 4/4S
ITEM No. - DGIPOD-1575
UPC - 8 45620 01575 7
COLOR - Transparent

PACKAGING 
USER GUIDE 
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The Premium Protection Pack for the iPhone 4/4S protects your phone and screen 
from all types of scratches.  Made from highly durable PET, the Screen Protectors 
will ensure your iPhone 4/4S stays as good as new long after you get it.  The pack 
includes 2 front protectors (one Clear and one Anti-Glare), 2 back protectors (one 
Clear and one Diamond), and a cleaning cloth.

INCLUDES: One Clear Front, One Anti-Glare Front, One Clear Black, One 
Diamond Back, and One Cleaning Cloth

• Made from professional grade original Japanese PET material
Japanese PET material is glass-like with over 99% visual transparency due to the 
processing, thermal history, crystal structure and particle size.

• Protects against dirt and scratches
• Residue, finger print and bubble free
• Self-adhesive, washable and reusable

You can take these protectors off, wash them, and re-apply.
• UV Protection
• Includes Anti Glare

Great for outdoor viewing. Cuts down on reflections.
• Includes Diamond Back

The Diamond Back screen protector adds a beautifully unique finish to the back 
of the iPhone 4/4S. Once you put the sparkling back on your phone—prepare for 
compliments.

• Includes ultra-soft microfiber cleaning cloth

***This is truly the best protection pack available for the front and back surfaces of 
the iPhone 4/4S because of the high quality materials and workmanship. Most 
screen protectors are cheap, bubble up, get ruined, leave residue or even don’t fit 
properly. These are the best screen protectors money can buy; making them a 
must-have item for anyone looking to keep their new iPhone in mint condition. Plus 
you are getting 5 great items in one pack.

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Clean the LCD screen thoroughly with the included cleaning cloth
2. Expose ½ inch of the Screen Protector of your choice. Take care not to 

touch the adhesive side.
3. Align the exposed section with the edges of the LCD screen. Make sure 

the Screen Protector has been placed straight.
4. Peel off the mask with the provided sticker after application is complete.

Material from Japan
Made in China


